MAY 5, 2021

Q1 2021
EARNINGS
WEBCAST

Certain statements contained in this presentation that are not historical facts, including any statements as to future market
conditions, results of operations and financial projections, are forward-looking statements and are thus prospective. These
forward-looking statements are subject to risks, uncertainties and other factors which could cause actual results to differ
materially from future expressed or implied results.
Although SPX FLOW believes that the expectations reflected in its forward-looking statements are reasonable, it can give no
assurance that such expectations will prove to be correct. Estimates of future operating results are based on the company’s
continuing operations, which are subject to change.
Particular risks facing SPX FLOW include risks relating to economic, business and other risks stemming from changes in the
economy, the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, our international operations, legal and regulatory risks, cost of raw
materials, and pricing pressures. More information regarding such risks can be found in SPX FLOW’s SEC filings and in its
news releases issued earlier today.
Statements in this presentation are only as of the time made, and SPX FLOW does not intend to update any statements
made in this presentation except as required by regulatory authorities.
This presentation includes non-GAAP financial measures. A copy of this presentation, including a reconciliation of the nonGAAP financial measures from their most comparable measures calculated and presented in accordance with GAAP, is
available on our website at www.SPXFLOW.com.
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OPENING REMARKS

Marc Michael, President and CEO

3-year strategic objectives
Low-single to Mid-single digits
organic revenue growth

Mid-Teens Operating Margins

FOCUS MARKETS: NUTRITION | HEALTH | INDUSTRIAL

Acquired revenue of $200-$300M

BIG PLAYS: MIXING | PUMPS | UHT

PEOPLE &
CULTURE

CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE

PROFITABLE
GROWTH

Top 10% of Companies
to Work For

Improve Fort
Satisfaction Scores

Gross Margins ~40%
Leverage Scale

HIGH RETURN
INVESTMENTS
Double Digit Returns

80/20
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Q1 2021 Highlights vs. Prior Year
Improved Organic
Organic Performance
Performance
Improved
Orders +10%

Revenue +19%

OI Margins +550pbs*

• Short Cycle demand

• Short Cycle volume

• Quality of revenue

• Consistency in systems projects

• Efficient backlog execution

• Cost programs and lower corp. expense

• Pipeline building for Industrial projects

• 80/20 segmentation

• Effective price / inflation management

Balanced Capital Allocation
Organic Investment
• Doubled investment into plant
modernization
• Increased R&D by more than 20%

Programmatic M&A
Aligned to strategy and financial objectives:
• UTG Mixing in first quarter
• Philadelphia Mixing announced April 28th

Return to Shareholders
• Announced first quarterly dividend
• Share repurchases of $10 million

*Adjusted Non-GAAP measure
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Regional revenue performance (yoy)
Broad based end market recovery across all geographies

EMEA

North America

China

N&H

>20%

N&H

Low-to-mid teens

N&H

Nearly doubled

Industrial

Low teens

Industrial

Mid-teens

Industrial

>100%

Total

Mid-teens

Total

Low-to-mid teens

Total

~100%

APAC ex China
N&H

Msd decline

Industrial

~20%

Total

~5%
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Delivering higher quality of revenue (YTD)
Gate 2

Gate 2
Time Allocated
to
Initiatives

Gate
2
Organic
Revenue
Growth

GateOrder
2
Organic
Growth

GROW

Focus on Top
Customers to Drive
Growth

90% Growth
10% Margin

26%

flat

BALANCE

Grow Top Line While
Improving Margins

50% Growth
50% Margin

10%

5%

CREATE

Enable End-to-End
Solutions for Key
Customers

Selectivity
Experience
Service

35%

>80%

Product Line Segmentation

Quarterly orders
Q1 2021 sequential order assessment
INDUSTRIAL organic orders sequentially stable:

$194

• Short Cycle orders modestly increased

$194

$192

o China and EMEA continued to improve
o North America slightly lower following Q4 2020 buying patterns

$170

$169

Q2 2020

Q3 2020

$199

• OE project pipelines improving
o Solid growth in China and EMEA
o North America capital project timing

Nutrition & Health organic orders sequentially declined:
• Primarily due to normalization of system awards

Q4 2019
$202
$86

o Sizeable Q4 order intake in China

• Short cycle orders down slightly off strong Q4 2020
o Run-rate business remains resilient
o Notable Q4 key account wins in North America

Q1 2020

Q4 2020

$200
$125
$24

$151

$159

$47

$59

$116

$101

$104

$100

Q4 2019

Q1 2020

Q2 2020

Q3 2020

Components and Aftermarket Process Systems

$76

Q12021

$173
$53

$124

$119

Q4 2020

Q12021

Process Systems
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2021 Working Assumptions
2021 economic outlook improved; raising revenue expectation


80/20 segmentation creates focus and investments in higher quality revenue streams



Progress driving improved mix to achieve long-term ~40% gross margin objective



Raised to MSD organic growth buoyed by continued economic recovery (prior LSD-MSD)



Acquisitions and fx expected to aid revenue growth by 1.5% and 2.5%, respectively*

Operating Margins



Margins expected to continue sequential improvement

Building Culture of
Productivity and
Profitability Mindset



Full runrate realization of 2%-3% cost reduction efforts at YE2020 (75% GM/25% SG&A)



$25m SG&A productivity initiative tracking to plan (annualized 2022)



80/20 providing opportunities to improve productivity from indirect cost and supply chain

Strong Cash
Generation and High
Return Investments



FCF conversion greater than 100% of net income



Organic investments in capex and innovation well above historical levels



M&A activity yielding results; pipelines and momentum continues to build

Quality of Revenue
Continues to Improve
Revenue Growth

*acquisition assumption based on closed transactions
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FINANCIAL REVIEW

Jaime Easley, VP and CFO

Q1 2021 financial highlights
Organic growth and improved mix driving YoY margins
Organic
Variance
YoY

Orders up ~10% organically:

Q1 2020
Actuals

Q1 2021
Actuals

Orders

$317

$372

10%

Revenue

$290

$364

19%

Segment Income

$32

$54

~70%

10.9%

14.7%

380 pts

Adjusted Operating
Income (1)

$17

$41

~150%

•

Volume leverage and improved revenue mix

Operating Income %

5.8%

11.3%

550 pts

•

Strict cost controls and prior cost actions

EBITDA (1)

$22

$48

~125%

Capital allocation aligned with long-term framework

EBITDA %

7.6%

13.1%

550 pts

•

Capex nearly doubled and R&D up >20%

$0.11

$0.61

$0.50

•

Initiated dividend and continue to repurchase shares

•

Programmatic M&A aligned with strategy

$ millions

Segment Income %

Adjusted Earnings
Per Share (1)

•

Meaningful outperformance in Nutrition & Health

•

As anticipated, Systems wins drove the largest variance

Revenue up 19% organically:
•

YoY gains nearly evenly split between segments

•

Significant recovery in short cycle revenues

Operating income margin up 550pts YoY:

Note: See appendix for reconciliations of non-GAAP measures
(1) Adjusted Non-GAAP measure; Q1 2021 and Q1 2020 adjusted EPS is calculated at a tax rate of 28% and 29%, respectively
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Industrial Q1 2021 results
Solid execution on volume recovery aided by improved mix and SG&A savings

Q1 2020

Q1 2021

Δ

ORGANIC Δ

Orders

$192

$199

4%

(4%)

Revenue

$152

$192

27%

18%

$11

$23

~115%

-

7.1%

12.1%

+500 bps

-

($ millions)

Adj. Segment Income (1)
Margin
Organic Orders (4%):
+

Increased short cycle order activity up high single digits

–

Timing of capital projects; recovery continues with increasing
frontlog for new projects

Adjusted segment margins up 500bps:
+
+
+

Volume leverage driven by increased short cycle revenue
Improved mix
Positive price/cost

Organic Revenue up 18%:
+

Higher shippable backlog

+

Elevated short cycle book and turn activity

(1)

Adjusted Non-GAAP measure; See appendix for GAAP reconciliation
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Nutrition & Health Q1 2021 results
Broad based volume recovery along with significant mix improvement

Q1 2020

Q1 2021

Δ

ORGANIC Δ

Orders

$125

$173

38%

33%

Revenue

$138

$172

25%

19%

Adj. Segment Income (1)

$21

$30

~45%

-

15.2%

17.6%

+240 bps

-

($ millions)

Margin
Organic Orders 33%:
+

Systems orders more than doubled on timing of intake

+

Short cycle orders up low double digits

Organic Revenue 19%:
+

Higher shippable backlog

+

Elevated short cycle book and turn activity

(1)

Adjusted segment margins up 240bps:
+
+
+

Strong volume recovery in higher margin components &
aftermarket
High quality systems revenues
Positive price/cost

Adjusted Non-GAAP measure; See appendix for GAAP reconciliation
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Q2 2021 insights
Revenue and margin outlook supported by strong Q1 order rates
•

Q2 shippable backlog up ~$35m YoY organically, primarily driven by Q1 2021 order rates

•

Acquisitions and foreign exchange are expected to aid revenue growth by 2% and 4%, respectively*

•

Adjusted operating margins expected to continue modest sequential improvement

• Philadelphia Mixing Solutions acquisition expected to close during the second quarter and has not been included in
our financial assumptions

*acquisition assumption based on closed transactions
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Capital Allocation Framework

~$1.1b of available capital over the next three years

Consistent Capital
Allocation Priorities
1

Fully funded high returning organic growth
initiatives for innovation

2

Programmatic M&A to strengthen core
business in process solutions

3

Establish dividend, reflective of financial
strength and reliability of cash flows

4

Available cash, including for share repurchases

~5%
~15%

~50%
~30%

CAPEX
Dividend
M&A

Available capital defined as operating cash flows and debt funding
in target net leverage range (1.5x – 2.5x) through 2023.

Available cash
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Philadelphia Mixing Solutions

Disciplined, programmatic M&A consistent with capital allocation priorities
Strong strategic fit and highly synergistic
• Complementary geographic exposure and product/process capabilities
• High quality of revenue evidenced by GM >40% with room for enhancement
• Economies of scale to optimize combined overhead costs, supply chain spend and footprint
• Leverage Philadelphia’s direct sales model to support our focus on key accounts
Attractive financial business case
• Attractive organic growth profile – Chemicals, petrochemicals, environmental
• Enhances organic growth profile with unique technical skills, end market opportunities and
deeper penetration of aftermarket sales to installed base
• CROIC to exceed WACC within three years; accretive to EBITDA margins & adjusted OP
margin targets
Acquisition expected to close in the second quarter
• $65m purchase price paid from cash on hand
• ~$50m revenue (2020 Estimated)
• ~140 employees
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CLOSING REMARKS

Marc Michael, President and CEO
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EXECUTING ON STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
Dedicated process solutions provider with increasing cash flow generation driven by operational leverage

80/20 Creating Clarity on Growth and Margins

Balance Sheet Strength and Stable Cash Flow

•

Successful portfolio evolution generating higher quality
revenue streams and execution consistency

•

Organic investment into new products, plant
modernization and digital capabilities

•

Targeted initiatives to generate profitable growth

•

Programmatic M&A aligned to strategic priorities

•

Investing in growth categories aligned with key
accounts

•

Returning excess cash to shareholders through
dividends and share repurchases

•

Expanding margins through productivity
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QUESTIONS?

APPENDIX

FY and Q1 2021 modeling assumptions
Q2 2021 Modeling Assumptions

2021 Full Year Modeling Assumptions
corporate expense

~$53m

corporate expense

interest expense

~$21m

interest expense

tax rate

~28%

tax rate

diluted shares outstanding

~42.5m

diluted shares outstanding

~$13m
~$5m -$6m
~28%
~42.5m

depreciation

~$30m

depreciation

~$7m

amortization

~$12m

amortization

~$3m

CAPEX

~$40m
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ADJUSTED EPS
non-GAAP reconciliation

ADJUSTED EBITDA – CONTINUING OPS
non-GAAP reconciliation

ORGANIC REVENUE
non-GAAP reconciliation

ADJUSTED OPERATING INCOME
non-GAAP reconciliation

